UNITE, GROOVE AND REPEAT

A symphony of souls.
A tapestry of talents.
Harmonies that unfold.
Instruments and voices.
In perfect fusion.
Creating melodies.
a heart-stirring infusion.
Like a constellation.
each member shines.
Contributing their brilliance.
in synchronized lines

MISSION:
Anna University shall contribute to the educational, economic and social development by
- producing students who are intellectually and technically equipped with well defined knowledge, skills and ethics who are creative thinkers, inspiring leaders and contributing citizens
- introducing high quality academic and research programs and providing extension services in cutting edge technologies
- ensuring a supportive campus climate with dynamic leadership and development opportunities to meet the needs of the students, faculty and staff
- enhancing academic productivity through induction of quality faculty, accelerated graduation, credit banking, augmented continuing education opportunities and adoption of current technology
- sharing the intellectual resources and the infrastructural facilities among the academia from other institutions and among the industrial society, funding agencies and government
- enhancing the collaborative partnership between Industry and Institute for commercializing and transferring the latest technological know-how towards societal development
- setting up a Global University Network Campus that embodies the ideals of an open, democratic and global society catering to the needs of the global community and satisfying cultural, ethnic and racial diversity
- expanding global participation spread across continents with the aid of interactive satellite based education and the usage of digital library
- enriching the national and international character of the University
- ensuring efficient administrative coordination and effective decision making through necessary reforms and by strategically allocating resources
- benchmarking against technologically sound global leaders with a view towards continuous improvement
WHO ARE WE?

VibeZ MIT, is the official music band of Madras Institute of Technology. VibeZ MIT was formed in 2010 with the aim of entertaining and producing quality music and bringing out the talents of the students of MIT.

OUR VISION AND MISSION

Our main motto is to bring joy to people with our music. We strive to connect with many people with our voices and use it collectively for a good cause. We also aim to provide a platform for all passionate musicians to enhance their skills as a performer. We also intend to create more number of originals that would carve a unique niche for the band.

The growth of a music band over the years can be an exciting journey, filled with ups and downs, challenges and achievements. As a band evolves and progresses, it undergoes various stages of growth, each with its unique experiences and milestones.

Music, once admitted to the soul, becomes a sort of spirit, and never dies.”
— Edward Bulwer Lytton
And we’re all admitted to it!

VibeZ MIT has been very active since the beginning, and is still a growing band with active auditions and recruitments happening every semester.

We grow in number every year, and now, the band is 17 member strong!
**THE BAND**

**THARUN, BASSIST-CUM-VOCALIST**
is an enthusiastic musician who is equally talented in playing the bass and moving people with his soul stirring voice.

**HARRIS, GUITARIST-CUM-VOCALIST**
is a musician with great improvisational skills who can move the crowd with his harmonious singing and guitar skills.

**APARNA, VOCALIST**
is a passionate singer who is trained in carnatic singing. She has the ability to steal the hearts of the crowd with her mellifluous notes.

**ABEL GEORGE, KEYBOARDIST**
is a soulful musician who can strike the right chords to make the music more mesmerising.

**GURUDEVAN, KEYBOARDIST**
is a brilliant keyboardist who has the ability to make lively music that resonates with everyone.

**ANZIO, GUITARIST**
Anzio is a self made guitarist, who has so much interest to learn. "The Guitar is my way of expression, a feel which makes me bigger than my body" he says.

**KIRAN ROSHNI, GUITARIST**
is a skilled guitarist who is highly passionate in music. She is also a talented singer apart from her amazing guitar skills.

**SEEVAGAN SD, VIOLINIST-CUM-VOCALIST**
initially trained in Carnatic Music but is enthusiastic about creating music in different genres as well.

**VISAKARAM, KEYBOARDIST**
Visakaram is a talented and well trained keyboardist, who also can sing equally well.

**MANASA R, VOCALIST**
has a great passion for music. Manasa is a trained Carnatic singer, who also is interested in singing other genres.

**SUNARAJAN RB, PERCUSSIONIST**
is a mridangam artist and Cajon player. Beats have always been basic blocks of music for him and he always strives to bring out the best from these instruments.

**SATHISH J, PERCUSSIONIST**
is a skillful drummer whose beats are full of energy. He has the amazing skill to pull the crowd with his lively beats.
BATTLE OF BANDS
Music Bands from various colleges, not to forget, many independent music bands, take part in our Battle of bands event, conducted yearly during MITAFEST!

EVENTS CONDUCTED:
Every year, Vibez_MIT in collaboration with MIT_Atheneaum conducts various music contests during the cultural fests of MIT which receives a good response and huge participation every year.

Our events received a huge response from both intra and inter-collegiate music enthusiasts. We received a lot of mind-blowing participants who delivered highly energetic and groovy performances.

SOLO SINGING & SOLO INSTRUMENTAL

I had a great experience. It was good to see many talented co-participants. As it was my first performance in an engineering blog, it was quite challenging, but I enjoyed being on stage.

Keerthi, D,
Tamilnadu Government Dental College and Hospital

My experience at MIT is wonderful. About singing contest is, it was really amazing though enjoyable. Even the crowd was unexpected!! The judges were really honest with their comments.I really enjoyed it!!

Malavika, Solo Singing Winner

SRIVARDAN, BASSIST
is an extremely talented musician who wishes to expand his music knowledge each day.

KRITHIKA, VOCALIST
is a passionate singer who finds comfort in various music compositions. “Music helps her to relate to her emotions and express them better” she says.

SIDDHESH, PERCUSSIONIST
is a vibrant individual whose soul is filled with great zeal for lively beats. He says, “Anything that makes a sound makes my brain convert it to a beat”

NAVEENAA, VOCALIST
has a huge passion and love for music. “Music and I are inseparable and I only thrive because of good music and good people around me.” She says.

ABHINAVH, KEYBOARDIST
is a talented musician who is effortless on the keys and can move people with his amazing melody.
COVID FUNDRAISER
Vibez MIT conducted a fundraiser during COVID-19 pandemic which helped a tribal village which were also containment zones, during peak pandemic situation.

BAND MEMBERS AT THE FUNDRAISER

VIBEZ MIT COVID FUNDRAISER

INTER COLLEGIATE PERFORMANCES AND ACHIEVEMENTS

HIGHLIGHTS:
VARIOUS RENOWNED ARTISTS NAMELY PRADEEP KUMAR, SREEKANTH HARIHARAN PERFORMED FOR THIS FUNDRAISER.

FUNDS COLLECTED:
Tickets - 53,770 Rs.
Donation - 31,689 Rs.
Total - 85,459 Rs.

PROVISIONS & VEGETABLES were distributed to these indigenous people who live in remote secluded areas

9 TRIBAL VILLAGES
350 FAMILIES including
4 CONTAINMENT ZONES

2ND RUNNERS UP OF "MELODIC MARVERICS"

Conducted for Takshashila '23 Cultural fest of CIT

K A Balasubramanian,
Member of Vibez MIT, Our senior, bagged the 1st prize in Chemfest '19, at Chengalpattu Medical College
Our Acoustic Music Lounge, where we celebrate the beauty of unplugged music! Our lounge is a cozy and intimate setting where acoustic melodies take center stage, creating a soulful and enchanting atmosphere.

In our Acoustic Music Lounge, we are passionate about showcasing the artistry and craftsmanship of musicians who use their instruments and voices to create heartfelt performances.

Here, you can expect to be transported by the mesmerizing tones of acoustic guitars, the soul-stirring melodies of violins, the warm notes of keyboards, and the pure vocals that convey stories of love, life, and the human experience.

It's not just about the music – our festival is a celebration of creativity, and self-expression. Immerse yourself in a world of art installations, interactive experiences, and musical delights. Share your passion for music with fellow festival-goers, make new friends, and let your inner music lover soar.

Originals music is a form of music that is created, composed, and performed by artists as a unique expression of their creativity, thoughts, and emotions. Our originals is being cooked and will be out for the mass to here anytime soon.

We possess varieties of guitars, keyboards, cajons, drums, mridangams, microphones, mic stands, speakers and mixers, these help us improve our production quality.
VIBEZ MIT
The Official Music Band of MIT

ROADMAP

1. Release of VibeZ Originals-1 Mid May '23
2. Vibez Fundraiser End of May '23
3. Auditions & Recruitments August '23
4. Sivaranjani '23
5. Music Symposium-Intra September '23
6. Release of VibeZ Originals-2 October '23
7. Auditions & Recruitments January '24
8. Mitafest '24
9. Music Symposium-Inter March '24